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ABSTRACT 
This  repor t  describes the work performed during the second phase 
of the Feasibi l i ty  Study of Posit ive Gauging Sys tems for NASA/Manned 
Spacecraft  Center under Contract NAS~-6750.  
T h e  pr imary  objective of the program was  to  demonstrate the  feasi-  
bility of an advanced s torable  propellant-mass gauging sys tem capable 
of operating independent of propellant location o r  gravity field. The 
program. was divided into two phases. The f i r s t  phase consisted of a 
systematic si;udy of various possible gauging sys tems following by ana- 
lysis  to  establish their  potential capability and feasibility. As a resul t  
of the Phase  X study, a Resonant Infrasonic Gauging Sys tem (RIGS) was 
selected for study in Phase  11. The second phase,which i s  the subject of 
this  report ,  consisted of a detailed investigation of this  sys tem and 
included the following majo r  objectives: 
P e r f o r m  feasibility t e s t s  of the RIGS gauging concept 
Arialytically evaluate operational  and integration problems 
for application of RIGS to the Apollo SPS tankage 
Complete a prototype RIGS gauge desiga and evaluate 
sys tem performance 
All objectives were  successfully accomplished. The operating princi- 
ple of the RIGS system was successfully demonstrated using subscale 
tankage and boilerplate hardware and components. During closed-loop 
operation of the  system,  the propellant volume was measured  to  an accur-  
acy of - t l  percent. These  t e s t s  w e r e  performed with the tank in upright 
and inverted positions, thus demonstrat ing the ability of the RIGS to 
gauge propellants independent of the gravity field. All identifiable 
operational and integration problems f o r  application of the  RIGS sys tem 
to the  Apollo SPS tankage w e r e  analytically evaluated and each was sa t i s -  
factor i ly  resolved. Design of prototype hardware  was c a r r i e d  out and 
indicated that  a four-tank gauging sys tem for  the Apollo SPS applications 
would weigh 38 pounds and requi re  about 28 watts  of power. The  resu l t s  
of th i s  program have demonstrated the soundness of the  RIGS concept 
and provide a f i r m  bas is  fo r  initiation of the engineering development 
phase of the RIGS system. 
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1. INTRODU C'.rION AND SUMM.ARY 
The Feasibil i ty Study of Posit ive Gauging Systems was divided into 
two phases.  The f i r s t  phase consisted of a syste~matic  analysis of various 
possible gauging systerns capable of operaiing under z e r o  gravity. The 
resu l t s  of this f i r s t  phase a r e  reported under sepa ra te  cover.  Over 50 
separa te  concepts for  gauging propellants were  identified and the relat ive 
advantages, l imitat ions,  and charac ter i s t ics  of the sys tems w e r e  analyti- 
cally evaluated. The resu l t s  of these evaluations indicated that a Resonant 
Infrasonic Gauging System (RIGS) appeared ta  be the m o s t  promising con- 
cept fo r  gauging the s torable  propellants, N 0 and Aerozine-50, i n  the 2 4 
Apollo SPS tankage. This s y s t e m  was selected for  fur ther  study in the 
second phase of the program. 
The objectives of Phase I1 w e r e  to: 
e P e r f o r m  feasibil i ty t e s t s  of the RIGS gauging concept 
A.nal.ytically evaluate operational and integration problems 
for  application of RIGS to the Apollo SPS tankage 
a Complete a prototype RIGS gauge design and evaluate sys tem 
performance 
Section 2 of this  repor t  presents  a description of the operating 
principles of the RIGS sys tem and a s u m m a r y  of the key mathematical  
derivations and relationships developed during Phase  I. Section 3 p r e -  
sents  a prel iminary design of the  RIGS sys tem as applied to the  SPS 
tankage. The design was ca r r i ed  out under the ground ru le  that  no major  
modification of the  tanks was permissible .  The proposed design satisfies 
this requirement  and the four -tank sys tem weighs 3 8  pounds and requires  
only 2 8  watts of power. In Section 4, a discussion of e r r o r  sources ,  
sys tem accur2-y, control sys tem stability, and reliability i s  presented. 
Section 5 dccer ibes  the feasibility t e s t  program. The RIGS concept was 
successfully demonstrated in the  laboratory using subscale tankage and 
boilerplate components. When operated with a closed-loop control system,  
the propellant volume was measured  to within - f 1 percent' with the tank in 
both upright and inverted positions. The  resu l t s  of th i s  program verif ied 
the feasibility of the RIGS concept and provide a firm bas i s  fo r  initiation 
of the engineering development phase of the RIGS system. The  conclusions 
and recom~nendat ions a r e  surnrnarieed in  Sections 6 and 7 ,  respectively. 
As a resu l t  of the Phase  I evaluations, a second sys tem was a l so  
considered highly promising for zero-gravity propellant gauging, Explora- 
to ry  developrncnt of this system,  called the  RHO gauge (or  p V gauge) is  
currently underway under AEC sponsorship, and a s u m m a r y  of the work 
to  date is included a s  a n  appendix to  this report .  
2, PRINCIPllE OF RIGS OPERATION 
In this section, the principle of operation of the RIGS gauging 
concept i s  presented, A detailed description of the RIGS design appears 
i n  Section 3, 
In schematic form, Figure 2- P shows the operating components of 
the RIGS system, Basically, the system consists of a driver piston 
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F i g u r e  2-1. RIGS Schematic 
(Dl) ,  a follower piston or  diaphragm (DZ),  and a pressure transducer. 
Motion of the driver  piston produces a volume displacement and causes 
the follower piston to move a corresponding distance, compressing the 
ullage. If the driver  i s  moved slowly so that dynamic effects can be 
ignored, the p ressure  change in  the ullage i s  simply: 
A P  
- -  
- - Y  A V  - y  - P A v  with V >> V1 (VU f V1) v u u 
where: 
V1 = volume between pistons 
V = ullage volume 
U 
y = ratio of specific heats 
If, however, the driver piston i s  driven sinusoidally at  increasing 
frequencies, the dynamic effects must be taken into accounk, The follower 
piston i s  a mass that i s  coupled to the driver and the ullage gas through 
two gas springs represented by the volume between the two pistons ( V  ) 1 
and the ullage volume ( V  ). The spring rates of the two volumes a r e  u 
(assuming an adiabatic process): 
where: 
A = area  of follower piston 
P1 = P P system static pressure 
u 
The mechanical equivalent of fhe system is  shown in Figure 2-2. 
Low frequency equivalent 
Figure 2 - 2. System Mechanical Equivalent 
Since the ullage gas volume (VU) i s  much larger than V1, the spring rate 
K i s  appreciably greater than K and at low frequencies the upper vol- 1 u' 
urne acts essentially a s  if  it were a stiff rod imposing a motion on the 
m~ass M (Figure 2-2). The force which must be transmitted.by K1 to pro- 
ducs the motion of the mass i s  a function of the dynamic impedance of the 
mass  and the ullage gas spring as  shown below: 
Ft otal = Force to accelerate mass 4- force to compress K. u 
At some frequency, the force required to accelerate the mass will be 
balanced by the restoring force of the gas spring and the system will be 
in  resonance (i. e. , in the absence of friction, the system will c~rd~inue  to 
oscillate without any additional applied force). At this condition, 
Solving the equation for the resonant frequency 
Thus, the resonant frequency i s  related to the magnitude of the 
ullage gas spring rate or the ullage volwne, By knowing the mass and 
a rea  of the follower piston, and the pressure and specific heat ratio of 
the ullage gas, one can determine ullage volume by measuring the reso- 
nant frequency. 
This i s  the basis of the RIGS system. The force on the follower 
piston i s  determined by measuring the pressure in the cavity, V1. As 
the driver frequency is varied, the dynamic component of this pressure 
experiences a minimum and a t  this point, the driven piston mass  is in 
resonance with the ullage gas cavity. It will be noted from Equation (2, 4) 
that the direction of the force changes a t  this point, causing a 180° change 
in the phase of the pressure signal, This phase reversal simplifies the 
detection of the resonant frequency. 
A complete derivation of the behavior of the RIGS system including 
the effects of friction, wil l  be found in Appendix B - 2  of 'Volume 1, Using 
Laplace transform notation, the resulting transfer function relating the 
pressure in the cavity, V and the displacement of the driver, x i ,  is :  
v 
s2 u 
v 
u t S R p  
P1 
- -  
- 
A2 Y Y 
X i  v1 vu S R 
A Y P  b2 A 2 y  P t- v1 + vu YP v l + v u  
where: 
S = Laplace operator 
R = frictional resistance to piston motion 
As V1 << V,, 
then 
As wi l l  be noted, the system has two resonant frequencies. One appears 
in the numerator of the above equation corresponding to the resonance 
frequency of the follower piston mass with the ullage volurne. The second 
appears in the denominator corresponding t o  the resonance of the follower 
piston mass  with the volume V As the volume V1 i s  very much smaller 1' 
than VU, i ts  resonant frequency i s  appreciably higher and may be ignored. 
The system response a s  a function of driver frequency i s  shown in Fig- 
ure 2-3. 
DRIVER FREQUENCY 
Figure  2 - 3 ,  RIGS Frequency Response 
The sharpness of the resonance is determined by the amount of 
damping (friction) associated with the motion of the follower piston, A 
c o m o n  figure of meri t  for this factor i s  Q the ratio of the reactive 
0 ' 
power t o  the frictional power given by: 
The effect of Qo upon the sharpness of the peak and phase angle change i s  
shown in Figure 2-4. For ease of detection, therefore, the Q should be 
0 
at least 5 and preferably higher. 
Figure  2-4. 
0.1 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 2 
FREQUENCY RATIO 
a)  Amplitude Response 
FREQUENCY RATIO 
b) Phase Shift 
Generalized Response of a Resonant System 
In actual operation, the driver piston i s  operated by a variable f re -  
quency driver. A pressure transducer measures the dynamic pressure 
above the follower pisto% The electronics associated with the system 
uses the output of the pressure transducer to control and maintain the 
driver frequency st the point: where the pressure i s  minimum and the 
phase shift i s  9C degrees (the resonant frequency), The system i s  thus a 
null- seeking device and not subject t o  sensitivity changes or drift in the 
pressure transducer or  electronics. 
The resonant frequency, thus determined, i s  combined in the data 
processor with the propellant temperature, tank pressure, and the ratio 
of specific heats to provide a.n. outpat proportional to the propellant mass. 
A detailed discussion of the data processor i s  presented in Section 3. 
3. SYSTEM DESIGN 
The RIGS system i s  broken dawn into two main subsystems; the 
sensor/driver subsystem which includes the driver assembly; the reso-  
nant element assembly, and the pressure  transducer.; and the data 
processor subsystem which includes the control system and display elec- 
tronics. A detailed description of the'se components i s  given in  Set - 
tions 3. 1. and 3. 2. Since the RIGS system was selected for  integration 
into the Apollo SPS tankage, a description of these tanks, methods of 
incorporating the RIGS system into them, and material  compatibility con- 
siderations a r e  discussed in Sections 3. 3 and 3. 4. A swnziII:iary of the 
system characterist ics i s  given in Section 3. 5. 
3. 1 SENSOR/DRIVER ASSEMBLY (SDA) 
The proposed ~ e n s o r / ~ r i v e r  Assembly for the Apollo SPS tanks i s  
shown in  Figure 3 - 1. The driver pisston is  actually a metallic bellows 
powered by a variable -frequency electromagnetic driver. The follower 
piston (the resonant element) i s  supported by a flexible elastomeric dia- 
phragm. A controlled amount of damping (friction) i s  provided for the 
follower piston by two teflon guide rings. A differential pressure  t r ans -  
ducer i s  used to measure  the cavity pressure, 
In order to  keep liquid off the follower diaphragm and to facilitate 
operai;ion with an  unknown liquid orientation, an additional large -surface - 
area  bladder serves  to  distribute the pressure pulse in the tank cavity. 
Additional components of the gauge also include a f i l l  valve and a latching 
solenoid to prevent excessive vibration of the follower piston during the 
launch accelerations. 
Typical operation of the assembly and components is  described 
below. 
3. 1. 1 Driver Assembly 
The function of the driver  assembly i s  to provide a sinusoidal vol- 
ume variation in  the cavity V a t  a frequency- controlled by the data proc- I 
essor. For the SPS tankage, the driver assembly must operate over a 
TRANSDUCER 
F i g u r e  3 - 1. Pro to type  Resocsn t  Infrasonic Gauge 
3 frequency range of 0. 5 to 3 cps while providing a 0. 5 in  volume displace- 
ment, The low frequency has been selected in  order to  limit the e r r o r  
f r o m  random liquid orientation, a s  discussed in  Section 4. 
3. 1. 1. 1 - Driver Selection 
A number of different drive mechanisms were considered before 
the electromagnetic driver shown in Figure 3 - 1 was selected. Among 
those considered were: 
Variable speed motor and cam 
2 )  Variable speed motor and linkage 
3 )  Piezoelectric crystal  
4) Fluidic driver with fan 
Electrodynamic driver 
The f i rs t  two schemes using variable-speed dc motors were 
eliminated because of the excessive harmonics present in the driver 
motion. As the motor operates against the gas spring of the enclosed 
volume behind the driver,  i t s  speed varies depending upon whether the 
motion i s  with o r  against the spring. This generates a large second 
harmonic component in the driver motion. A design which reduces this 
effect i s  no longer competitive with the electrodynamic drives in either 
weight o r  power requirements. The piezoelectric driver was found to  be 
impractical  for the relatively large voluxne displacement required. The 
fluidic approach, employing a proportional fluidic oscillator in ser ies  
with a smal l  fan, appeared promising but would require appreciably more  
development than an electromagnetic driver. Thus, the electrodynamic 
driver was selected, for the RIGS application. 
3. 1. 1. 2 Driver ~ekcr ip t iorz  
The electrodynamic driver selected i s  s imilar  t o  a conventional 
loudspeaker driver. .Motion i s  produced by passing current  through a 
coil located in a fixed magnetic field which is produced by a permanent 
magnet assembly. A force i s  generated on the coil proportional to the 
magnitude and direction of the current and the field. The coil is  rigidly 
fixed to the driver piston and the current i s  fed to the coil from an elec- 
tronic amplifier, 
The force produced on the coil is: 
where 
F = force generated 
B = f lux  density, weber/m 2 
I = current 
I = length of coil = n IT D = W T D  D 
W 
n = number of turns 
D = diameter of coil 
w =: width of magnet gap 
D = wire diameter 
W 
3, 1. 1. 3 Driver Design 
Commercially available electrodynamic drivers a r e  not optimum 
for the RIGS application. In general, cost and wide-range response a r e  
emphasized rather than weight and input powsr optimization. Therefore, 
a study of a driver specifically designed for this application was carried 
out. The design parameters were selected to correspond to the present 
state of the a r t  in loudspeaker design and, thus, were quite conservative. 
The major difference from the commercial drivers was in the elimination 
of excess iron weight and an increase in the voice coii dimensions com- 
mensurate with the high force/low frequency requirements. 
The design parameters selected a r e  shown below. A gap flux den- 
sity of 1.700 gauss was selected which i s  a factor of 6 lower than the 
theoretical saturation point for iron magnetic circuits. Round copper 
wire was used for the voice coil design for conservatism, whereas 
square silver wire could reduce the power requirement by approximately 
40 percent. Other assurnptions mad.e in the design were: 
Any cross section carrying the flux, B, must have an 
area  equal to the gap cross sectional area. Since the 
actual f lux  density i s  a function of minimum area  any- 
where in the magnetic circuit, thf.5 i s  the lightest 
design. 
a The coil i s  wound in two layers to bring both leads to the 
open end, 
a The density of the magnet material i s  the same a s  that 
of the iron used. 
A scl~ematic of the driver i s  shown in Figure 3-2. The total driver 
weight (M ), available force output (F), and coil power dissipation (W) D 
were then solved for in terms of gap width (w), gap thickness (t), coil 
mean diameter (D), peak displacement ( 6 ) ,  wire diameter (D ), and 
W 
current (I). The following equations were obtained: 
MD = 4r;pwD [w+6 + -  8 ' t 1 pounds 
F = 3. 58 x 10 - 6  J5! - -  D-B - I pounds D 
W 
where p i s  the density of the magnet and cr i s  the resistivity of the coil 
wire. 
A low s p r i ~ g  rate metallic bellows serves to isolate the driver 
cavity f rom the enclosed volume behind the piston (the back volume). The 
actual displacement of the driver piston i s  "hen governed by the force 
applied to the coil working against the parallel spring rates of the bellows 
and the gas in the back volume, The spring rate contribution due to the 
driver cavity V1 in series with the ullage gas volume. is  negligible because 
of the large relative size of this total volume. Due to the low freq,ue.ncy 
Figure 3 -2 .  Schematic of Electrodvnarnic Driver  
of the driver piston, the piston m.as s may also be neglected. Thus, the 
driver displacement i s  simply: 
where: 
A V  = volwne displacement 
F = applied force 
A = area  of driver piston 
K = back volume gas spring rate 
g 
= bellows spring rate 
VB = back volume 
As shown in Equation (3. 5), for a given force the volume displacement i s  
roughly propo.rtiona1 to the size of the back volurne and this volume 
becomes one of the major driver design variables. In addition, the piston 
a rea  i s  quite important. If the bellows spring rate i s  small compared to 
the gas spring rate,  the volume displacement for a given force i s  inversely 
proportional to the piston area, thus favoring a long stroke. If the bellows 
spring rate is  large, a short stroke i s  preferred, 
A series of designs employing the above equations was carried out 
and typical results a r e  shown in Table 3 - 1. For this study, the bellows 
spring rate was assumed to be 0. 1 lb/in. The effect of the back volume 
i s  clearly seen in cases 1-5 ,  and i t  i s  apparent that a back volume of 
approximately 300 cubic inches is required in order to minimize both the 
coil power and weight, On the basis of the study, the driver represented 
by case 6 and shown schematically in Figure 3 -3 ,  was selected. The 
pertinent design parameters are:  
Stroke = & 0. 40 inch 
Piston area  = 0.625 inch 2 
Back volume = 300 inch 3 
Weight = 3 .  5 Lb 
Power requi,red = 3, 4 watts 
Figure  3 - 3 .  ResonantInfrasonic  Gauging System 
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Table 3 - 1. Parametric Study of Electrodynamic Driver Designs 
In all cases, the following design parameters a r e  the same: 
Cur r en2 = 1.0 amp 
Wire diameter = 0. 016 inch (No, 26) 
Gap thickness = 0. 060 in. 
3, 1, 2 Resonant Element Assembly 
Weight 
(1-W 
17, 2 
15. 7 
1.3. 38 
10. 15 
3. 73 
3. 5 1  
7. 25 
The key to the operation of the RIGS system i s  the resonant element, 
Case 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
or follower piston. In order to achieve the benefits of the resonant type 
V o l.um e 
Displace- 
ment 
(+ in3) 
0. 125 
0. 25 
0. 25 
0. 25 
0. 25 
0. 25 
0. 25 
of system, i t  i s  necessary to have a fairly high value of Q (resonance 
0 
figure of merit)  and a well defined relationship between the measured 
Linear 
Displace- 
ment 
(in. ) 
0. 25 
0. 40 
0. 25 
0. 10 
0. 25 
0. 40 
0, 10 
frequency and the gas volume (or spring rate). 
Back 
Volume 
(in3) 
2. 0 
47. 0 
75. 0 
186. 0 
300. 0 
300. 0 
300. 0 
Force 
(lb) 
1. 50 
1. 25 
1. 25 
1. 25 
0. 50 
0. 41  
0. 88 
This imposes severe 
Power 
(watts) 
8. 0 
8. 55 
6. 95 
5. 39 
3.96 
3.42 
3. 8 9  
restrictions on the design of the resonant element. Since the spring rate 
of the diaphragm adds directly to the gas spring rate,  the resonant ele - 
4 
ment spring rate must be small compared to that of the gas, The spring 
rate of the ullage gas, when the SPS tanks a r e  empty, is: 
K - 2 
u 
min v 
The diaphragm spring rate should be a t  least a factor of ten lower. The 
spring rate K for a flat diaphragm is: D 
where: 
E = modulus of elasticity 
t = thickness 
v = Poisson's rat ia ,  
In order for K to be 0. 1 of K D u 
rnin 
It is apparent that in order to achiGve the required spring rate, a 
material such a s  an elastomer with a low modulus of elasticity i s  desired. 
Also, appreciable benefit can be derived from using thin diaphragms with 
large diameters, For example, for a 3-inch-diameter diaphragm made 
of nitroso rubber (E = 1060 psi and v = 0, 5), Equation (3. 7) can be used 
to determine the material thickness required to provide a spring rate 
equal to one-tenth of the empty tank gas spring rate. The resulting thick- 
ness i s  0. 0 19 inch, which represents a reasonable design value. 
In order for  the diaphragm to resonate at  the desired frequency, 
additional mass must, however, be added. From Equation (2. 5), the 
required mass for the empty SPS tank to resonate a t  0. 5 cps with a 3-inch 
diaphragm is: 
where: 
P = 186 psia 
U 
This mass i s  clearly excessive. Since the mass varies directly with the 
square of the diaphragm area and since large diameter diaphragms are  
required to achieve the required spring rate, other means of lowering 
the spring rate a r e  required. The most promising technique appears to 
be the addition of convolutions t o  the diaphragm. Simple convolutions 
such as  those shown in Figure 3-4 can reduce the spring rate by a factor 
of 4 or more. Even greater reductions a r e  possible by going t o  multiple 
element designs such as  shown in Figure 3-4c. Application of convoluted 
designs permits the use of diameters of 2 inches o r  less  with corre-  
sponding reductions in the resonant mass. 
For  the protofype design shown in Figure 3- 1, a. multiple element 
design has been selected. However, some development testing will 
probab1.y be required prior to the selectior1 of the most satisfactory 
de s ign. 
3.1. 3 Pressure  Transducer 
The requirements for  the pressure transducer a r e  the ability to 
detect a sinusoidal pressure signal varying in frequency from 0. 3 to 5 
- 3 - 5 
cps over a pressure range of 10 to 1 0  psi. Accurate linearity of the 
gauge i s  not required because of the resonant nature of the system. The 
gauge should also be capable of withstanding a 200 psi pressure differ- 
ential without being damaged. 
The principle of the transducer i s  shown in Figure 3- 5. The basic 
element is  a 2 - inch-diameter, thin, metallic diaphragm encapsulated in 
an aluminum body. The enclosed volume behind the gauge is  vented to 
the cavity by a porous plug which acts a s  a low pass acoustical filter. 
The static pressure on both sides of the diaphragm is  thus balanced, and 
the diaphragm responds only to the sinusoidal pressure component. The 
a) FLAT DIAPHRAGM 
u 
b) CONVOLUTED DIAPHRAGM 
c l  MULTIPLE CONVOLUTIONS 
F i g u r e  3 -4. Three Basic D i a p h r a g m  Conf igura t ions  
GAP 1 COILL 1 E CORE 
DIAPHRAGM 
'I 
GAP 2 
PRESSURE PORT 
\ 
COIL, HYPODERMIC TUBING 
Figure 3 -5. Variab'le Reluctance Pressure  Transducer 
diaphragm deflection is  a function of the applied pressure force, the 
stiffness of the diaphragm and the stiffness (spring rate) of the enclosed 
back volume. 
The applied force i s  equal to: 
F = p l A  
The spring rate of the diaphragm and enclosed back volume is: 
9 
where: 
F = applied force 
p1 = variation in pressure 
A  = area of diaphragm 
K T  = total spring rate 
KD = spring rate of diaphragm 
K r= back volume spring rate 
g 
E = modules of elasticity 
v = Poisson's ratio 
t = diaphragm thickness 
P = static pressure 
u 
v~ = enclosed back volume 
The total deflection i s  thus: 
The diaphragm deflection increases approximately a s  the fourth power 
of the diaphragm diameter, which indicates the importance of going to a 
large diameter diaphragm to detect the small dynamic pressure varia- 
tions. In actual application, the diaphragm deflection is  limited by two 
plates to p-revent damage upon application of a large unbalanced pressure 
to either side of the diaphragm. 
The diaphragm deflection can be detected by a number of different 
devices. The present design i s  of the variable reluctance type, similar 
to the transducer used in the feasibility demonstration tests described in 
Section 5. This type was selected because al l  exposed components can be 
made of stainle s s steel, thus minimizing pos s ible mate rial c ornpatibility 
problems. Other possible types include: 
Solid state strain gauges 
Variable capacitance gauge 
Cantilevered piezoelectric pickup 
The solid state strain gauge should also be evaluated in the development 
phase a s  it possesses certain definite advantages in both simplicity of 
data processing and high signal output. Material compatibility is  the 
only major problem with this type of device. 
3 ,2  DATA PROCESSOR 
3. 2. 1 Control System 
7 
3. 2. 1. 1 System Selection 
-
The control system provide5 a means of detecting the resonant 
frequency a s  well a s  locking- in the driver element; a t  that frequency. As 
was shown in Section 2, the cavity pressure in the RIGS system under- 
goes both a minimum amplitude and a 90-degree phase shift with respect 
to the driver a t  the resonant point, Thus either minimum amplitude or 
phase sensing techniques, or  combinations of the two, may be used to 
determine the resonant frequency. Linear analysis was employed to 
demonstrate that amplitude- sensing sys tems a r e  quite sensitive to 
external noise and a r e  incapable of tracking the desired frequency to the 
required accuracy. A technique using phase-lock only (employing clip- 
ping amplifiers, Schmidt triggers, and a phase comparator circuit) was 
capable of measuring the desired frequency to the required accuracy, but 
required a rather large pressure signal resulting in an extremely heavy 
driver element. The multiplier f filter technique, which utilize w both 
phase and amplitude information, was found to be superior to other sys- 
b 
tems in both deadband width and noise toleration, and was selected for  
further analysis. 
3. 2. 1. 2 Principle of Operation 
The multiplier/filter sensing technique operates a s  follows: 
If the driver amplitude has the form 
x = A sin o t  (3. 11) 
then the pressure signal. will be given by 
where 4 represents the phase shift betwe'en x and P and c( t )  represents 
noise in the output signal. Multiplying x and P together one obtains: 
which can be simplified to: 
AB It i s  seen that all  of these functions except -cos 4 a r e  time-varying 2 
sinusoidal functions. Thus, by passing the signal through a low pass 
A B  filter, these functions can be removed leaving only the dc signal, 7 cos @. 
L 
The variations in amplitude and phase angle of this t e rm a re  shown as  a 
function of frequency in Figure 2-4.. Selecting a value of 5 for Q,, and 
the driver amplitude i s  independent of frequency, one obtair:~ 
the curve, shown in Figure 3 -6. As may be seen, the value of the dc 
. - AB 
output ( ~ c o s  0) becomes zero a t  the resonant frequency. In addition, 
the rate of change of the dc signal a s  one approaches the resonant point 
i s  quite rapid. The system i s  thus quite sensitive to small changes in 
the region of the resonant frequency, and i s  capable of very good reso- 
lution. 
A control system which regulates the driver frequency by maintain- 
ing the filtered output signal from the multiplier a t  zero would be contin- 
ually locked on the resonant frequency. This i s  the principle of operation 
of the proposed RIGS control system. 
3 . 2 .  1. 3 Control System Design 
Figure 3-7  is a block diagram of the KIGS electronic control sys- 
tem. The individual components a r e  described be].ow. 
.4 .6 .8 1.0 2.0 
RELAT I'VE FREQUENC'f 
Figure 3 -6. Variation of K Gas $ with Frequency 
Figure 3 -7. Control System Schematic 
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Power Amplifier. - Alnpllfie s the variable frequency 
oscillator (VFO) output to the correct  level to drive 
electrodynamic driver a t  the desired frequency. The 
output also provides the reference signal for the 
multiplie r, 
r ~ r i v e r l S e n s o r  A3sembl.y. The output of the power 
amplifier drives the electrodynamic driver, The DSA 
responds by providing an output pressure signal func- 
tionally related to the tank ullage volume. 
Band Pass  Fil ter  and Amplifier. The output pressure 
signal is filtered to remove both dc and very high 
frequency signals. It is  th,en amplified to provide the 
proper input level for the multiplier. Results of the 
preliminary simulation indicate tha.t: this component 
may not be required if sufficient output signal is  avail- 
able directly from the pressure transducer. In this 
case, the band-pas s acoustical filtering is  effectively 
performed by the transducer. 
Multiplier. This component multiplies the filtered 
signal from the pressure transducer by the reference 
signal from the power amplifier, The output signal is  
a complex wave form containing a dc signal proportional 
to the cosine of the phase shift between the two signals. 
e Low Pass  Filter and Amplifier., I- The --..--. low pass filter is  
a long-time-constant filter m e ra  or  which removes 
al l  sinus oidal components from the multiplier output 
except the desired dc signal. This signal is  then 
amplified to serve a s  the V F O  input, 
At the resonant frequency, the phase shift, a s  measured by the 
0 phase detector, corresponds to 9 0  . T5js corresponds t o  a dc signal out 
of  the multiplier of zero. When the dc signal i s  equal to zero, the VFO 
frequency will stay constant. This point is  the desired system resonant 
point. As can be seen, the loop tends to force the Vk'O input signal to 
zero and hence stay locked on the system resonant frequency. 
3.2.2 Display Electronics 
-,-A 
The display electronics, convert the measured resonant frequency 
into the propellant mass. The propellant mass i s  related to the resonant 
frequency by the following equation: 
where: 
M = propellant mass 
P = propellant density 
f = resonant frequency 
sub F refers to full tank 
sub r refers to reference condition (tanlc empty) 
The functions p/ p and y / y  a r e  generated directly by separate 
r r 
temperature-sensitive thermistor/resistor  combinations. The pressure 
ratio is obtained from a strain gauge pressure transducer. The fre- 
quency ratio is  obtained from the output of a digital counter gated with. 
the present value of the reference signal. The output of the counter i s  
fed into a squaring module and then multiplied by the product of the 
pressure and gamma ratios. This signal is  then fed into a high gain 
amplifier acting a s  a subtractor where a preset  reference voltage is  
subtracted. The signal i s  now multiplied by the density f u n c t i ~ n  to give 
the propellant mass. A block diagram representation is  given in Figure 3-8. 
Adjustments a r e  provided on the reference frequency, the reference 
voltage and the density function to match, respectively, the empty tank 
frequency, empty tank volume, and measured propellant density. 
Additional study is required in order to determine the best config- 
uration of the display system. Although an analog system is shown above, 
it is  possible, particularly with the slow-response requirement, that a 
small  digital system might be preferable. 
3 . 3  RIGS INTEGRATION IN APOLLO SPS TANKS 
The preceding discussion assumed that the propellant to be gauged 
was located in a single, simply- shaped tank. and that the gauge could be 
flange-mounted, externally. In actual practice, such an ideal tank sel- 
dom exists and integration of the gauging system into the tank requires a 
detailed investigation of many interfaces. For  this reason, NASA 
selected the Apollo Service Propulsion System (SPS) for system integra- 
tion studies. The ground rules for  the .integration study specified that 
minimum changes in the tankage were desired and no additional flanges 
o r  openings in the basic tank were to be al1,owed. This caused consider- 
able difficulty in integrating the RIGS into 4he SPS. 
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3. 3. 1 Description of the Apollo SPS Tankage 
The SPS tankage is  shown schematically in Figure 3-9. There a r e  
two series-connected tanks for each propellant. The propellant in the 
storage tank feeds into the sump tank through a transfer line connecting 
the two tanks. When the storage tank has been emptied, the sump tank 
continues to be pressurized through the storage tank and transfer line. 
Each tank contains a propellant utilization and gauging system (PUGS) 
located within a 5- inch standpipe in the center of the tank. In addition, 
the sump tank contains a propellant retention system consisting of the 
zero-gravity can and a number of retention screens. 
3. 3. 2 Gauge Installation 
The best installation area  for  the gauge would be a 3-inch flange 
connection to the top of the tank. However, the limitation placed on the 
RIGS installation - that no new ports or openings be added to the tanks - 
limited the system installation to  areas  around the zero-gravity can and 
the PUGS (see Figure 3-9). A number of possible installation approaches 
were examined prior to final selection, Some of the more promising ones 
a r e  shown schematically in Figure 3-10, and a re  described below: 
9 Mount gauge assembly on top of PUGS standpipe with 
reinforced flange a t  top to take vibration load. This 
method was rejected because of difficulties in sup- 
porting a 4 to 7 pound mass on the end of the long 
c olurnn. 
9 Mount gauge assembly on top of zero-gravity can sur-  
rounding the PUGS standpipe. Unfortunately, insuf- 
ficient information on the structural characteristics of 
the zero-gravity can was available, and it appeared 
doubtful that the zero-gravity can co~lld support the 
gauge during launch accelerations and vibration, A 
second difficulty was that the gauge would have to be 
installed at the same time a s  the zero-gravity can and 
could not be removed without removing both the can 
and the PUGS system, thus complicating maintenance 
of the gauge. Also, the storage 'tank does not have a 
zero-gravity can and a different installation would be 
required there. 
e Mount the gauge on the large, flanged closure at  the 
bottom of the tanks used for installation of the zero- 
gravity can and PUGS. The pressure signal would be 
piped through the zero-gravity can to a diaphragm 
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Figure 3-9. Service Propulsion Propellant Feed System 
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Figure 3 -  10. Possible RIGS Installations in SPS Tankage 
located above the can with both the pipe and diaphragm 
permanently installed in the zero- g ravity can. Some 
modification of the zero-gravity can would be required. 
Modj-fication of the flanged closure to include a 4-inch 
flange would also be required. In the storage tank 
which does not have a zero-gravity can, the pipe would 
be supported by the PUGS stand.pipe. 
The third approach was selected and is  shown in Figure 3 -  IOd. 
This installation technique complicates system pressurization since the 
gauge i s  submerged beneath liquid during pressurization and it also 
imposes an additj,onal weight penalty of 1.4 lb over the direct-flanged 
installation (c onf i gurati 
An additional problem is  attenuation of the pressure signal in the 
piping leading t o  the larger diaphragm o.n top of the zero-gravity can. As 
will be shown in Section 4, the e r r o r  f rom this component can be made 
small by reduction of the maxil-num system frequency to 3 cps. However, 
it does not require any new opening or supports in the tank proper and 
appears to be the only feasible installation method meeting all  the ground 
rules. 
3. 3. 3 Effect of Storage-to-Sump- Tank Tr;ansfer Line on RIGS. 
The surnp tank and storage tank a r e  interconnected by a transfer 
line a s  shown in Figure 3-9 .  When even a small amount of liquid is in 
this line, the two tanks a re  essentially acoustically isolated. For this 
reason, separate N G S  installations a r e  required in storage and sump 
tanks to provide full- range gauging capability under zero gravity. How- 
ever, if the storage tank is empty and the line i s  completely f r e e  of 
liquid, the ullage volumes in the two tanks can interact acoustically and 
the individual tank measurements become dependent upon the conditions 
in both tanks. 
As the conditions in the transfer line a r e  unpredictable under zero 
gravity, it i s  apparent that some positive device is required to prevent 
this interaction. Two devices seem promising. The simpler, though 
less  positive, device is  to install a screen over the outlet of the transfer  
line in the sump tank. If this screen is  wetted, i t  will serve to acousti- 
cally isolate the two tanks. The screen mesh size must be selected to 
provide negligible pressure drop in the line when liquid is  flowing through 
the line and thus unfortunately, cannot provide isolation when fAe screen 
is  completely dry. However, a s  liquid under zero gravity will  prefer- 
entially wet the screen, the probability that the screen will be wetted i s  
quite high. 
A more positive technique is to provide an inertial damping device 
such a s  shown in Figure 3 - 11. In this device the transfer line is partially 
blocked during quiescent conditions by a butterfly valve. The butterfly 
valve i s  designed to open upon application of a small pressure (less than 
0. 1 psi) in either direction and, thus, does not serve a s  a check valve. 
Acoustical isolation is  provided by selecting the -moment of inertia of the 
device such that it has a natural frequency below 0.01 cps when in series 
with the gas spring rate in either tank. 
3.4 MATERIAL C OMPATIBILITY 
A11 materials used in the RIGS design were selected for their com- 
patibility with the propellants. On the basis of TRW1 s extensive experi- 
ence with these propellants, metallic components a r e  fabricated out of 
6061 T6 aluminum, 7075 aluminum, or 347 ser ies  stainless steel. The 
driver magnet assembly which must contain soft iron i s  coated with a 
thin layer of crystallized Parylene C,  All ell.ectrica1 wires a r e  insulated 
with teflon and a r e  coated with Parylene C after installation. 
The follower diaphragm for the oxidizer tank is  made of carboxyl- 
nitro so rubber, a product of the Thiokol Chemical Company, which has 
demonstrated outstanding resistance to N204  and is  presently being used 
in TRW's LMDE engine. The fuel tank diaphragm is made of ethylene- 
propylene rubber. The compliance bladders a r e  made of teflon. 
3.5 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS 
3. 5. 1 Svstem Weight 
The estimated weight of the prototype sump tank gauge is  presented 
below. The storage tank gauge weight will be 0. 8 lb lighter. The weight 
of the isolation device between the sump and storage tanks is 0.6 lb. 
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Figure 3 - i i .  InertialDamping Device 
SensorlDriver Assembly 
Electrodynamic driver 
Can assembly and flange 
Driver bellows, end plates, and c ~ i l  
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Pressure  transducer (dynamic) 
Pressure  transducer (static) 
Miscellalieous 
Installation in Zero- Gra.vity Ca,n -
Tube and supports 
Bladder 
Data Processor 
Control system 
Display electronics 
Weight, - lb 
1. 3 
Total Weight/ Tank 9. 35 lb 
3. 5.2 System Power Requirements 
The primary power requirements for the RIGS system a r e  for the 
electrodynamic driver and the power amplifier. The driver requires 
3 . 4  watts of power. Based on typical efficiencies f a r  power amplifiers, 
the total system power requirement including the data processor and 
control system i s  7 watts/tank, 
3. 5. 3 System Performance 
Detailed analyses of the system performance characteristics a r e  
given in Section 4. The following is a summary of the results: 
System accuracy: Empty tank: - f 0. 85 percent of full  tank 
mass. 
25 percent full tank: + 1.25 percent of 
- 
full tank mas s. 
97  percent full tank: - + 0 . 8 5  percent of 
full tank ma s s , 
System response: C ontinuous tracking. 
System time constant 5 to 10 seconds, 
Operational periods: Inactive during boost and SPS engine 
firing. 
Immediately after firing, e r r o r  can be 
a s  high a s  8 percent, depending on the 
duty cycle, 
Recovers to specified accuracy within 
5-30 minutes. 
4. SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4.1  ANALYSIS OF ERROR SOURCES 
The system discussed in the preceding sections was somewhat 
idealized. It was assumed, for example, that the measured gas spring 
rate was simply , which neglects the wave characteristics of the ( v 2 )  
infrasonic system and assumes that lumped parameters may be used to 
approximate it. It was also assumed that the ullage volume was one con- 
tinuous gas space, that the ratio of specific heats, y, o,f the mixture of 
gases could be defined, and that the process was essentially adiabatic. In 
the following sections, the accuracy of these and other assumptions will 
be examined in detail. 
4 . 1 . 1  Wave Transmission Effects 
4 .1 .1 .1  Wave Transmission Through the Gas 
The pressure wave generated by the follower piston moves at sonic 
velocity and takes a fi:l;te time to traverse the ullage gas space. The 
lurr..ped parameter representation of the system (Section 2 )  assumes that 
the entire ullage space responds at one time. An appreciable e r ro r  can 
therefore be generated i f  the transit time of the wave i s  not negligible 
compared to the period of the pressure wave. 
The maximim effective e r ro r  from this source may be calculated 
by use of t ran~rr~isn ion  line theory. For a wave traveling through a gas, 
the acoustical impedance to flow is: 
Z = - j  z cot ( 2  ; q e )  
0 
where: 
2; = acoustical impedance 
Z = characteristic impedance of line = 'a 
0 A 
p = gas density 
c = acoustic velocity 
a 
L = line length 
A = area through which wave travels 
ZIT c 
a X = wave length = 
o 
o = angular velocity 
The pressure seen at the driver w i l l  be the product of the impedance and 
the volume flow (jo AV): 
w p c ,  AV 
A P  = joAVZ = a A cot (y) 
When o i s  small (i. e . , low frequency), 
C 
o Q a p caL AV 
cot -_ r -
- o Q  and A P '  = C 
a 
A Q 
Substituting for the acoustic velocity: 
where Po is  the system static pressure and y is  the ratio of the specific 
heats, then 
where V is  the volume A 1, 
This i s  the adiabatic gas law assumed in Section 2 .  For other than 
low frequencies, the e r r o r  i s  the difference between the APls calculated 
by Equations ( 2 .  1) and (4. 2): 
Expanding the expression for the cotangent in Equatiowl ( 4 . 2 )  iind taking 
only the f i rs t  two terms: 
o p ca LV w p ca AV c 
cot (y-) = - 0 l A P  = A A [ - 3 c . . . . a  
a 
For  the frequency range of 0 . 5  to 3 cps and a 12-foot-long tank filled with 
gas, this e r ro r  i s  appreciably less than 0. 1 percent. This condition may 
be corrected for if the gas configuration i s  known, but since the ullage 
gas location will not be known during periods of zero gravity, the e r ro r  
can be made as  srnall as desired by selection of a sufficiently low driver 
frequency. 
4 . 1 . 1 . 2  Wave Transmission Through the Liquid 
The RIGS system is designed to operate primarily during extended 
periods of zero gravity. Under these conditions, the ullage volume may 
consist of discontinuous gas pockets separated by liquid. In order for the 
system to  operate accurately, the pressure signal from the piston must 
be transmitted through the liquid to submerged pockets as shown in Fig- 
ure  4- 1 . In addition, the prior discussion presumed that the follower 
piston was located in the ullage gas and transmitted the pressure wave 
directly to the submerged gas. However, in zero gravity, some of the 
liquid cou:ld be directly on the piston. Under these conditions, the liquid 
in contact with the piston would have to be accelerated and would act as if  
i t  were part of ' 6 .  piston mass .  In order to prevent this, i t  is necessary 
t o  provide a gas c-&vity between the follower piston and the actual tank 
enclosure as shown in Figure 4- 2 .  
The enclosure consists of a pliable diaphragm containing gas and 
possessing surface area roughly equivalent t o  the cross-sectional area of 
the tank. It serves to transform the long stroke/small area motion of the 
driven piston to a small stroke/large area  motion, which i s  more effec- 
tive in transmitting the pressure wave through the liquid. It acts in a 
manner similar to an output transformer on an amplifier, matching the 
impedance of both the driver and the liquid/ullage combination. However, 
in order to effectively communicate with the submerged gas pocket, i t  i s  
still. necessary to accelerate any propellant mass located between the p? 
able diaphragm and the ullage gas. This results in a reduction in the 
Figure 4- 1. Submerged Gas Pocket 
Figure 
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measured gas spring rate.  The effective spring rate of the submerged 
gas pocket is  given by (see Section 3 .1  of Volume 1 for the derivation): 
and 
where: 
K I = apparent sinring rate 
g 
K = true gas spring rate g 
w = angular 'velocity at resonance = err f, 
r 
" A  = liquid density 
1, = liquid length 
V = gas ullage volume 
u 
V~~ = empty tank volume 
fMT = resonant irequency at  V MT 
A = area of diaphragm 
E = fractional e r ro r  in ullage volume 
The resonant frequency f r  i s  related to the resonant frequency of 
the empty tank fMT by the relation: 
- V~~ 
- v '  
u 
Substituting this relationship into Equation (4.5)  leads to 
The length of the liquid path between the diaphragm and the submerged 
volume is  a function of the liquid volume. In this analysis it was 
assumed that a sphere of liquid completely surrounds the diaphragm and 
that the liquid length is the radius of the sphere. Thus, 
Substituting this approximation into Equation (4.7)  leads to: 
2 3 1/3 2 
E I - - 4 n  [ z ( V ~ ~ - ~ U ; l  P Q ' M T ~ M T  
max Y A P  (4 .8 )  
The e r r o r  E '  i s  the fractional e r r o r  based on the ullage volume. 
Expressing the e r r o r  in te rms  of the fraction-of-full tank volume and let- 
ting 
2 4/3 3 
1 /3  
2 
€ 
- 
- 
- Pi V~~ I Y ~ N I ~ T  
max 'Lax Y A P  (4 .9 )  
In Figure 4-3, the ~naximum e r r o r  from this source is  plotted for the 
Apollo SPS oxidizer tank for a number of tank-empty resonant frequen- 
cies.  As may be seen, to keep the e r r o r  from this source to less than 
rt 1 percent at all  times, the tank-empty resonant frequency must be less  
than 0 . 5  cps. This conclusion leads to the selection of a tank-empty i r e -  
quency of 0 . 5  cps . 
4 . 1 . 1 . 3  Wave Transmission in Piping 
As mentioned in Section 3. 3,  the pipe which transmits the signal 
from the follower piston to the pliable diaphragm can cause some e r r o r .  
The primary e r r o r  source i s  that associated with the acceleration of the 
mass of the gas column within the pipe. The e r r o r  from this source i s ,  
a s  shown above for the liquid: 
where, as above, i s  the fractional e r r o r  in the measured gas volume, 
and the subscript g r e f e r s  to ullage gas. Thus, 
LIQUID MASS - O/ FULL TANK 
0 
Figure 4-3 .  E r r o r  Due to  Signal Transmission Through 
Liquid a s  a Function of Empty Tank 
Frequency 
where E i s  the e r r o r  in fraction-of-full tank volume. Since 
and 
then 
Substituting in the values for the SPS tankage 
*MT = 0 . 5  cps 
Q = 51 inches 
g 
D = 4 inches 
one obtains 
The e r r o r  is obviously greatest ( 0 . 6  percent) near the tank-empty condi- 
tion and varies linearly with the ullage volume. As the quantity of this 
e r r o r  i s  predictable, it can be corrected for in the data processor within 
k 0 . 1  percent of full tank volume. 
4 . 1 . 2  Variable Ullage Gas Properties 
The assumption was made that the ratio of specific heats, y, was 
accurately known. As the ullage gas i s  composed of a mixture of propel- 
lant vapor and helium in varying proportions, this i s  not always the case. 
In Figure 4-4 the variation of y in the ullage gas i s  shown as  a function of 
the partial pressure and temperature of N2O4 Figure 4-5 shows a 
TEMPERATURE, O F  
Figure 4-4. Variation of Gamma with N 0 Concentration and 
Temperature 2 4 
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Figure 4-5. Variation of Gamma with Aerozene-SO Vapor 
Cornposition and Temperature 
similar se t  of ccrves for Aeroeine-50. The maxinlum propellant vapor 
concentration at any temperature will be the equilibrium vapor pre rs sure 
a s  higher concentra.tions will result  in condensation. However, during 
and immediately after engine firings, the propellant vapor will be diluted 
by the i'nflux of pure helium pre s surant gas. After  the 'transient, the vapor 
concentration will slowly build back up until equilibrium is approached. 
As the ullage volume measurement i s  directly -p:toportional to the 
ratio of specific heats, y, any e r r o r  in the y will cause a proportional 
e r r o r  in the ullage volume. Thus, the rneasured volume may be appreci- 
a' 
abLy In e r r o r  during and immediately after a lengthy 'firing. As shown in 
rC 
Sections 2.  1 and 4.  1 of Volume 1, the depa3:ture from equilibrium 
becomes quite small within 20 minutes after a dj.sturbance, using very 
conservative a s  sumptions . Actual equi1ibriu.m ~esf;cma,,f;ion tixne s skxouZd 
be considerably shorter.  In addition, the maxirrlum e r r o r  experienced 
during the transient i s  dependent on the amount of helium introduced and 
t h s  upon the actual duty cycle. 
4 . 1 . 3  Heat Transfer to the Ullage Gas 
--- 
It was also assumed that the expansion and compression of the 
ullage gas occurred adiabatically. The assumption j,s not completely 
valid a s  heat i s  transferred at the gas/liquid and gas/wall, h te r faces .  
This transfer of heat reduces the effective (or detected) value of y in the 
ullage gas and can result in e r r o r s .  A simplified analysis of this prob- 
l em indicates that the heat transfer affected zone extends a maximum of 1 
inch from an in te~face  for the selected frequencies, and that the quan.tit,y 
of heat transferred would lead to an e r r o r  of about 5 percent in y withiu 
this l-inch zone. In Figure 4-6, the rnaxinx~m e r r o r  from this source i s  
plotted as  a function of liquid volume, assuming the ullage gas is  
spherically shaped. While the maximum e r r o r  from this source i s  only 
0 .  35 percent at the tank-empty condition, it sl~ould be noted that a large 
increase in the surface area  of the gas/liquid interface could result in 
appreciable e r r o r s .  Fortunately, such conditions a re  improbable under 
zero gravity. 
ERROR IN O/o OF 
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Figure 4-6. Erro r  Caused by Heat Transfer to the 
Ullage Gas 
4 .1  . 4  Acousticallv Isolated Regions 
Certain regions of a propellant tank may be acoustically isolated 
f rom the RIGS system, and the system is  not capable of detecting 
propellants in these locations. Within the SPS tanks, as shown in Figure 
3 -2, the volume in the zero-gravity can and in the PUGS standpipe a r e  
such acoustically isolated regions. As the zero-gravity can i s  designed 
to  remain full, this propellant quantity i s  simply added to the gauged 
quantity without introducing any e r ro r .  This is similar to the present 
practice on the PUGS system. 
The PUGS standpipe, on the other hand, does not remain full. Dur- 
ing and immediately after each firing the propellant in the standpipe i s  
proportional to the height of liquid in the tank. If the same quantity of 
propellant remained thereafter in the standpipe, this !could be corrected 
for  by increasing the gauged quantity by the fixed percentage of 1 . 2  1, 
which i s  the ratio of tlic cross-sectional a rea  of the standpipe to that of 
the tank. 
However, the liquid quantity in the standpipe may change during 
extended periods of zero gravity. The same effects that cause the stand- 
pipe volume to be acoustically isolated, namely surface tension and rela- 
tively small openings, will tend to keep the liquid trapped i r ~ .  the standpipe 
and prevent additional liquid f rom entering. The liquid will pas s through 
the holes only under the influence of an appreciable pressure differential. 
The maximul-n change in the liquid quantity wi l l  be proportional to the 
maximum possible change in the pressure level. If this variaticrxl is  con- 
servatively assumed to be & 10 percent, the e r r o r  from this source i s  
limited to & 0 .  1 2  percent of the full tank volume. 
4 . 2  ERROR ANALYSIS O F  THE RIGS SYSTEM 
A linear analysis s f  the RIGS system was carried out by assuming 
that each e r r o r  source was completely independent. Two major types of 
e r r o r  source were considered; system e r ro r s  which relate to basic 
uncertainties in the physical quantities being measured, and measurement 
e r ro r s  which a r e  a function of the precision with which a particular 
measurement can be made. The magnitude of the s-trstem e r r o r s  was 
assessed by analysis of the system behavior under extreme conditions, 
which were assumed to represent the 30- variation in each parameter.  
The magnitude of the measurement e r rors  was established by determining 
the accuracy limitations of comparable equipment. 
4-12 
4.2. 1 System Error  Sources -
Most of the system e r r o r  sources have been discussed in Section 
4. P. The e r ro r s  were evaluated assuming that the measurements were 
made a t  least 30 minutes after the SPS engine has fired. Additional sys- 
tem e r ro r  sources are :  the uncertainty in the empty tank volume (&O. 35 
percent), and the uncertainty in the true propellant specific gravity (*O, 2 
per cent). 
The contributions of thl:. individual system e r r o r  sources a re  shown in 
Figure 4-7 a s  a function of tank volume. The total system e r r o r  was 
obtained by root sum squaring of the component e r ro r s .  As can be 
seen in Figure 4 -7 ,  the maximum e r ro r  of 1. 1 percent occurs a t  25 per- 
cent tank-full condition and the major svstem e r ro r  source is  caused by 
the uncertainty in transmission time of the pressure signal through, the 
liquid. 
4.2. 2 --- Measurement and Data. Processing Er ro r s  
E ~ x o r s  contributed by the measuring devices, the control system, 
and the mechanics of the data processor w-ere evaluated (see Table 4-1). 
The basic equation for the data processor i s  given by 
where M is the propellant mass and the subscript r applies to a reference 
condition of the empty tank filled with helium gas a t  nominal pressure and 
temperature. The full mas s (Mfull) represents the equivalent mass if the 
tank were completely filled with liquid rather than with the loaded quantity. 
The function K (a) represents those functions (standpipe volume, piping 
e r ror )  for which corrections must be made as  a linear function of the 
liquid volume. 
The e r r o r s  have been split into three categories: 
a Offset e r ro r s ,  which cause a random but constant 
e r ro r  a t  al l  times 
a Rate e r ro r s ,  which cause a random e r ro r  propor- 
tional to the signal 
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Noise e r ro r s ,  which cause a random e r ro r  independent 
of the signal 
Table 4-1. Measurement and Data Processing Er ro r s  (3a) 
Offset Rate 
yo of full of 
scale indicated 
- - - 
Reference Voltage Drift 
Servo Dead Band 
Temperature Compensation (density) 
Temperature Compensation (gamma) 
Uncertainty in K ( Q ) 
Setting of Tank-Empty Frequency 
Pressure  Correction 
Total Er ro r  
Noise 
yo of full 
scale 
These e r ro r s  result  in an overall measurement e r ro r  for each tank of 
=to. 61 percent of the full scale reading, plus f O,36 percent of the pro- 
pellant remaining. These e r ro r s  must be addzd to the system errors .  
4 .2 .  3 Total Er ro r  for RIGS System 
The total (30-3 e r ro r  for the RIGS system is  shown in Figure 41-8. 
This e r ro r  was obtained by root sum squaring of the component errors .  
The most significant source of e r ro r  is again the uncertainty in signal 
transmis sion through the liquid. 
4.3 CONTROL SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
4. 3. 1 System Simulation 
This section presents the results of a computer simulation and 
associated analyses performed to determine a suitable control system 
configuration for the RIGS application. The control system selected 
utilizes a multiplier/filter combination to lac,: $:a ox& t!.m frequency at  
which the pressure signal is  90  degrees OI:.E. CA: 2;r&z,z6. v8ii;&h 85>..$ reference 
"7, 
signal to the driver. The control system 7Lvas s5$e~~".~,~~23ti! 3 7  6 S&ction 3.  .; 
and, as  described in Section 5,  the principic (3s sp8.?~ixLi.:$s hipt 6 been 
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Figure 4-8. RIGS E r r o r  as  a Function of Liquid Volume 
successfully demonstrated by the complete closed loop operation of the 
feasibility demonstration hardware. 
The selected control loop did not lend itself to linear analysis 
because of the nonlinearities introduced by the resonant nature of the 
input signal and by the multiplier circuit. It was therefore necessary to 
simulate the system to obta.in the control system characterist ics.  The 
system ~ i m u l a t i . ~ ~ n  was performed on a n  analog computer. 
The basic RIGS zero-gravity gauging system a s  implemented on the 
analog computer i s  shown in block diagram fo rm in Figure 4-9. The 
corresponding implementation of the tank transfer function i s  shown in 
Figure 4- 10. The results of a typical run,  demonstrating the lock-on 
capability of the system, a r e  shown in Figure 4- 11. It can be seen that 
starting with a n  initial 25  percent offset in frequency, it takes approxi- 
nmately 7 seconds for the sys tem to lock on to the correc t  frequency fo r  
either the full o r  empty tank condition. The t ime to lock on i s  primarily 
se t  by the 10-second integrating fi l ter a t  the multiplier output. 
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Figure 4-9, Block Diagram (RIGS) of Zero-G Infrasonic Gauging System 
Figure 4- 12 presents results obtained by varying the ullage volume, 
V from the full tank to approximately empty tank conditions in 15 
u ' 
seconds--a depletion rate 15 times the normal flow rate. It can be seen 
that the system successfully tracked the volume change even a t  this'h.igh 
rate,  although the frequency did lag the volume change by approxirrlately 
1 second. As the RIGS system is  primarily designed to determine the 
propellant quantity during a coast period when the propellant quantity 
shuxld not be rapidly changing, a lag period of this duration should not 
be objectionable. 
In order to investigate the effect of noise, the system i lVas ~i ~~x~k;bt~d 
as  shown in Figure 4- 13. The effect of pulse-*type noise is shown i.rz 
Figure 4- 14. As can be seen, the effect is  rapidly damped OLJ: a.nd con- 
tributes negligible e r ror  to the actual filtered output delivered to the 
display unit. The pulse sizes c ~ r r e s p o n d  to signal-to-noise ratios of 
0. 04 and 0. 16 for the empty and full tanks, respectively. 
Figure 4-15 shows the effect of random white noise on the system. 
The instantaneous value of the driver frequency varies appreciably from 
the resonant frequency because of this noise, and appreciable e r ror  (up 
1 
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Figure 4- 10. Block Diagram of Driver Cavity and Propellant 
Tank Transfer Function 
Figure 4- 1 la. C o m p u t e r  T r a c e s  of Zero -G Gauging S y s t e m  Response  
(Ul lage  Volume = 13 ft3) 
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Figure  4-11c. Computer  T r a c e s  of Zero-G Gauging System Response 
(Ul l age  Volume = 179.4  ft3) 
F i g u r e  4-1 1d. Compute r  T r a c e s  of Zero -G Gauging S y s t e m  Response  
(Ul lage  Volume = 179. 4 ft3) 
Figure 4- 12a. Computer T r a c e s  of Zero-G Gauging System Response 
a s  Ullage Volume Varies  
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t o  A15 percent) would be experienced by measuring the instantaneous 
value of the frequency. However, by averaging the frequency over a 10- 
second p e ~ i s d ,  the net e r r o r  in  frequency is maintained below *O. 25 per - 
cent. Since the actual display system will employ a 18- second f i l ter ,  the 
noise in  the instantaneous frequency signal will not produce any appreci- 
able e r ro r .  As can be seen f rom Figure 4- 15, the white noise introduced 
was a t  least  an  order of magnitude greater in amplitude than the measured 
pressure  signal. 
4 . 3 .  2 Conclusions 
It was concluded f rom the above analyses that the sys te r~ l  is  
extremely stable under a l l  conditions, and steady state recovery of the 
system i s  always assured. System operation in the presence of either 
white noise or random pulses resulting in signal-to-noise ratios of 0. 1 
or l e ss  i s  feasible. provided the output signal i s  filtered through a 10- 
second time-constant filter. As high response data a r e  not required during 
zero-gravity, this is not a limitation. With the S 0- second filter on the 
output, the e r r o r  in the frequency can be held to l ess  than *0. 25 per cent. 
F o r  optimum per*formance in the prGsence of external noise, the 
amplifier gain after the multiplier should be 100 and the loop fi l ter t ime- 
constant should be a t  least  10 seconds. Under these conditions the system 
requires about 5 to 10 seconds to recover f rom an offset. 
4 . 4  RIGS FAILUKE MODE AND RE LIABILITY ANALYSIS 
A preliminary failure mode and reliability analysis estimate was per-  
formed for the RIGS. The resul ts  of this analysis a r e  shown in Table 
4-2.  Pi limitation on the accuracy of the a.nalysis was the lack of detailed 
information on most of the electronics in the data processor.  Data from 
electronic equipment of grea ter  complexity than would actually be used 
with RIGS was employed in the analysis for conservatism. Data f r o m  
generic components s imilar  to those comprising the RIGS system was 
examined, a failure ra te  determined, and all  apparent failure modes con- 
solidated into a limited number of general failure mode c lass i f i~at ions .  
The probability of occurrence of these classifications were  estimated 
based on available data. Each failure mode classification was then exa- 
mined fo r  i ts  applicability and effect on the RIGS. The failure ra tes  
associated with all  modes determined to be applicable and sufficient to 
produce a N G S  failure w5re totaled and then applied to a reliability 
model. The total RIGS failure rate was calculated to be  1.4 x 
failures/ hour. This value applied to a 30-day mission yields an estimaked 
reliability of 0, 990.  
D r i v e r  Bellows ( m e -  
t a l l i c )  
E l ec t ron i c  Ampl i f ie r  
RESONANT E ILEMENT 
ASSEMBLY 
Fo l lower  P i s t on  
TABLE 4-2 
RESONANT INFRASONIC GAUGING LC 
FAILURE M-ODE AND E F F E C T S  ANALYSIS - f 
GENEFUC 
ESTIMATED COMPONENr 
GENERIC ESTIMATED 
GENERIC COMPONENT FAILURE FAILURE FAILURE 
SYSTEM COMPONENT MODES (CONSOLIDATED) - MODE % MODE 
SENSOR/DRIVER ASSEMBLY 
DRIVER ASSEMBLY 
Elec t rodynamic  D r i v e r  0 . 2 x 1 0 - ~  
(Coil-magnet  - shaf t  - 1. Inopera t ive  ( e l e c t r i c a l  fa i l -  
guide r i n g  a s  sembly)  u r e )  
2. Inopera t ive  (mechan i ca l  
f a i l u r e  - s t icking o r  j ammed)  
2. 8x10 -6 
0 .  5 x 1 0 - ~  
0 . 6 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  (Dii 
0 .  08x10 '~  (S: 
1. Leak  ( s m a l l )  90  
2. Leak  ( l a r g e  l e a k  o r  r up tu r e )  10 
3 .  Change i n  sp r i ng  r a t e  (sma9,l) 4 
4. Change i n  s p r i n g  r a t e  ( l a r g e )  ~0 
1. Out  of t o l e r a n c e  o r  inopera t ive  100 
( E l a s t o m e r  d i aph ragm 1. Leak  ( s m a l l )  
with c o n ~ o l u t i o n s  , and 
guide bushing)  2. Leal; ( l a r g e  l e a k  o r  r up tu r e )  
5AUGING SYSTEM (RIGS) 
4LYSIS - RELIABILITY ESTIM 
MATED FAILURE MODE 
APPLICABILITY 
TO RIGS 
5 x 1 0 " ~  
Yes 
Yes 
N/ A 
Yes 
N/ A 
Yes 
- 6 6x10 6(Diaphragm) 
08x10- (Shaft o r  bushing) 
N/ A 
I Yes 
Application: 30 days 
2 cycles/  sec  - 5,184,000 cycles 
Bellows shaft t ravel?  25 inch 
APPLICABLE 
FAILURE MODE 
FAILURE RATE 
~ F F E C T  OF APPLICABLE FAILURE 
MODE ON THE RIGS 
RIGS fai lure  - no volume displacement can 
be achieved. 
RIGS fai lure  - the  design consists  of low 
tolerance fits resulting in sufficient I1slopl1 
in the sys tem to make sticking o r  jamming 
fai lures  les  s probable. 
N / A  - the  design will function satisfac- 
tor i ly  with a sma l l  leak. 
RIGS fai lure  - ba.ck volume gas could f i l l  
the piston cavity o r  mix with the gas 
between the pistons. 
N/ A - the  design will function satisfactori ly 
with a smal l  spring ra t e  change. 
, RIGS inaccurate n ~ e a s u r e ~ e n t  - he bel-  
lows spring r a t e  i s  a factor  in the volume 
displacement for  a given applied force.  
RIGS fai lure  
f N/A - t he  design will function sat isfac-  
, tor i ly  with a sma l l  leak. 
RIGS fai lure  - t h e  driven gas volume 
would flow into the  volume displaced by 
+ the l a rge  a r e a  bladder.  
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TABLE 4-2 CONTIN 4 
SYSTEM COMPONENT 
Fo l lower  Pis to,n 
( continued) 
GENERIC 
ESTIMATED COMPON 
GENERIC ESTIMAT 
G E N E N C  COMPONENT FAILURE FAILURE FAILURE 
MODES (CONSOLIDATED) MODE 70 MODE 1 
3 .  Change i n  sp r i ng  r a t e  (small) = 0 I 
PRESSURE TRANSDUCER 
(Dif ferent ia l )  
1. F i t t ing  l e ak  
2. Out  of t o l e r a n c e *  
3 .  Inopera t ive  
LARGE SURFACE AREA 
BLADDER 
1. Leak  
FILL VALVE 
1. L e a k  
BACK VOLUME CAN AND 
TUBE JOINT 
1. L e a k  o r  r u p t u r e  
4. Change i n  sp r i ng  rate ( l a r g e )  3 0  
5. Inopera t ive  (mechan i ca l  fail.- 100 
u r e  - st icking o r  j a m m e d  
shaf t  -bushing,  contaminat ion)  
FOLDOUT FRAME 1 
k-2 CONTINUED 
GENERIC 
) COMPONENT 
ESTIMATED FAILURE MODE A P P U C A B L E  
FAILURE A P P L I C A B I U T Y  FAILURE l.4QDE E F F E C T  O F  A P P L I C A B L E  FAILURE 
- MODE T O  RIGS FAILURE RATE MODE ON T H E  RIGS 
N/ A 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
N/ A 
Yes 
o . 6 ~ 1 0 - ~  
Yes 
~0 (Redundant seal)  
Yes 
Yes 
N/ A N/ A - the  iesign will function satisfac - 
tor i ly  with a sma l l  change in spring ra te .  
a0 RIGS inaccurate measurement  - the fol- 
lower piston spring ra te  i s  required to be 
smal l  relat ive to the gas  spring ra te .  
0 . 0 8 x 1 0 - ~  RIGS fai lure  - the  design consis ts  of low 
tolerance fi ts  resulting in sufficient "slop" 
in the sys tem to make  sticking o r  jamming 
fai lures  l e s s  probable. 
0 .01x10-~  RIGS fai lure  - the  back volume gas  would 
be lost .  
N/ A N/A - sys tem operation requi res  only a 
p ressu re  reading (not accuracy) .  
0 . 2 8 x 1 0 - ~  RIGS fai lure  - no measurement  would be 
achieved. 
RIGS failure - propellant would wet the 
follower piston. 
RIGS fai lure  - back volume gas would be 
lost  ( a  redundant sea l  will  be utilized on 
the  valve lessening the prokrability sf 
th is  fai lure).  
" t ,  
0 . 0 4 ~ 1 0 - ~  RIGS failure - back volume gas would be 
lost  (redundant o-rings a r e  utilized at  the  
joint) . 
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FOLDOUT FRAME c;\ 
TABLE 4-2 CONTINUE I 
SYSTEM COMPONENT 
DATA PROCESSOR 
-- -- 
CONTROL SYSTEM 
Power Amplifie r 
Band P a s s  F i l t e r  
and Low Power 
Amplif i e r 
Multiplie r 
GENERIC 
ESTIMATED COMPON 
GENERIC ESTIMAT 
GENERIC COMPONENT FAILURE FAILURE FAILURE 
MODES (CONSOLIDATED) 
- MODE Oj'o - 
1. Out of tolerance o r  inoperative 100 
1. Out of tolerance o r  inoperative 100 
1. Out of tolerance o r  inoperative 100 
Low P a s s  F i l t e r  
and Amplif i e r 
1. Out of tolerance o r  inoperative 100 
DISPLAY ELECTRONICS 
Tempera ture  T r a n s -  
ducer  (Thermis to r )  
1. Equivalent to an open circui t  75 
2. Equivalent to a short  circuit  25 
P r e s s u r e  'Transducer 
1. Fitting leak 
2. Out of tolerance 
3. Inoperative 
Remainder  of sys tem 
(approximately a s  com- 
plex a s  a multiplier  and 
2 o r  3 low power ampli- 
f i e r  s )  
1. Out of tolerance o r  inoperative I00 
FOLDOUT FRAME I 
0 .  5 x 1 0 - ~  
1.4x10W6 3 
1 . 4 x 1 0 - ~  
4 . 5 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  
F o r  30 da 
I CONTINUED 1 GENERIC 
COMPONENT 
ESTIMATED FAILURE MODE APPLLCAB L E  
FAILURE APPLICABILITY FAILTJRE MODE E F F E C T  O F  APPLICABLE FAILURE 
MODE TO RIGS FAILURE RATE MODE ON THE RIGS 
Yes 
0 .5x10-~ 
Yes 0. 5 x 1 0 - ~  
3x10 -' 
Yes 3x10"~  
0 .5x10-~  
Yes 0 .  5x10-~  
1 . 4 ~ 1 0 ~ ~  F/ h r  -6 
Yes 1. 0 x 1 ~ ~  
Yes 0 . 4 ~ 1 0  
1 .4x10-~ F/ hr  -6 
Yes 0  a 01x10 -6 
Yes I . I ~ x ~ o - ~  
Yes 0 .28~10  
RIGS failure 
RIGS failure 
RIGS Iailur e 
RIGS failure 
RIGS fail-ure 
RIGS failure 
RIGS failure - loss of gas. 
RIGS inaccurate measurement. 
RIGS failure - no measurement would 
be achieved. 
Yes 4. 5x10-~  
, TOTAL 14.35x10-~ 
RIGS failure 
For 3 0  day mission, the estimated RIGS reliability i s  e -720(14.35~10-~)  = 0.990  
5. FEASIBILITY DEMONSTRATION TEST PROGRAM 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
A s e r i e s  of t e s t s  was performed to  demonstrate the ability of a FUGS- 
type s y s t e m  to detect propellant tank resonant frequencies and to show 
that the  resonant frequency var ied as predicted with ullage volume. Since 
the objective of these t e s t s  was  a feasibility demonstration of the  RLGS 
operating principles, available off -the - shelf equipment was used and al l  
t e s t  equipment design emphasized flexibility and simplicity. 
The  feasibility demonstrat ion was  extremely successful.  In  addition, 
to demonstrat ing both of the above goals, it was  possible to demonstrate 
the satisfactory operation of a complete closed-loop sys tem capable of 
locking-on to the  sys tem resonant frequency within - 4-11 2 percent. This  
accuracy was demonstrated with the sys tem in  both the upright and inver - 
ed positions . 
5 . 2  DESCRIPTION OF TEST HARDWARE 
The  t e s t  hardware i s  shown schematically in F igure  5-1, and the 
actual t e s t  setup i s  shown in F igures  5-2, 5-3, and 5-4. The  hardware 
consisted of the  dr iver /  sensor  assembly and a la rge  tank having a m e a s  - 
ured volume of 69,410 ml. The  dr iver /  sensor  assembly,  shown in 
F igure  5-1, was  mounted on a base  plate which was bolted to the  top of' 
the tank. It contained a follower piston (the resonant element) and a 
d r ive r  piston which was.f i rmly sealed in i t s  bore  bv an O-ring. The fol-  
lower piston was  weighted to  the des i red  value and sealed loosely in i t s  
bore with an O-ring lubricated with molybdenum disulfide powder. The 
volume between these  two pistons, the  d r ive r  volume, V , w a s  approxi- 1 
mately 2 cubic inches. The d r i v e r  piston was driven by a variable-speed 
dc e lec t r ic  motor  with a variable-stroke c a m  dr ive  capable of being 
adjusted f r o m  zero to a maximum stroke of 4-1/16 inch. The shaft  con- 
- 
netting the dr ive  piston to  the c a m  follower was  held in a pair  of l inear 
ball bearings in  o rde r  t o  minimize frictional loads,  and was sealed by an 
O-ring sea l  to part ial ly balance the p ressu re  loads on the piston. The 
motor  employed a Ward Leonard type dr ive to  obtain i t s  var iable  speed 
capabilities. Good speed stability was obtained f r o m  approximately 2 
to 200 cps ,  which was adequate for  the detection of the resonant frequen- 
cies in  the feasibility demonstrat ion tank. The  assembly was  designed to  
accorrur~odate a var ie ty  of resonant diaphragms in addition to  the piston, 
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but a s  satisfactory results were  obtained with the follower piston, no 
diaphragms were  tested. 
Linear position, t ransducers  were provided on both the dr iver  and 
the follower pistons. The transducer on the follower piston ensured that 
the piston was truly in a free-floating position and was stroking smoothly 
within i ts  bore. The pressure  transducers were  provided to measure  
tank pressure,  dr iver  cavity pressure,  and the differential pressure  be- 
tween the driver  cavity and the tank. Pace differential pressure  t rans -  
ducers  were used for all  th ree  measurements. The driver  cavity pressure  
transducer employed a 0. 1 psig diaphragm, while the other two t rans  - 
ducers  utilized 1. 0 psig diaphragms. In o rder  to measure only the dyna- 
mic component of the pressure  signal, one port of the differential pressure  
transducer was referenced to the system static pressure.  This was 
accomplished by providing a reference volurne on one port of the t rans -  
ducer which was connected to the propellant tank volume through a suitably 
snubbed line. Actual propellant tank pressure  was read f rom a conven- 
tional Bourdon tube pressure  gauge and may be considered accurate to 
2 percent. 
5 .3  TEST RESULTS 
5. 5. 1 - Initial Testing 
The initial tests served to check out the apparatus and "c ensure 
proper operation of a l l  sys tem components. It was noted that the output 
pressure  signal was quite sensitive t o  the actual follower piston location, 
and that by a judicious positioning, the friction on the follower piston 
could be minimized. Maintaining the follower piston in this position and 
performing a. frequency sweep, the resonant point location was quite 
apparent. Frequency sweeps were accomplished manually a t  propellant 
volumes varying f rom 80 percent of full tank dwwn to tank-empty condi- 
tions. Data were  recorded by photographing an  oscilloscope screen. 
Typical data a r e  presented in Figure 5-5. When the data f rom this tes t  
were reduced, it was found that the measured response agreed within 
*4 percent of the theory. 
It soon became apparent that, using this approach, the resolution, 
particularly near the tank-empty conditions, could not be appreciably 
improved. As the piston had appreciable viscous damping, the Qo of the 
sys tem was only about 3 to 5 and both the phase and amplitude of the 


signal varied too slowly. Because of this, the phase could not be read 
from the os~il loscope to an accu.racy of better than A10 percent, Figure 
5-6 shows the amplitude data for a typical test. In addition, the speed 
control on the dc motor was not sufficiently tight to maintain the frequency 
within k2 percent. The tests were quite encouraging as  they did dei-non- 
strate the validity of the basic concept. However, in order to demonstrate 
the accuracy potential of the c o ~ c e p t ,  an automated mearis of measuring 
the resonant point was required. ,It was decided to use a multiplier /filter 
combj.nation similar to that described in Section 3.2.  
5 . 3 . 2  Closed Loop Testing 
A closed loop control system was incorporated into the test  assem-  
bly and is  shown s thematically in Figure 5 -7. Th.e control system was 
similar t o  that proposed for the protalt~pe gauge, but used off-the-shelf 
Philbrick operational components. ?'he motor speed control was modi- 
fied to permit the use of a regulated power supply controlled by an opera- 
tional axnplifier. The two input sigmals to the multiplier were f i r s t  filtered 
through two matched bandpass (2-10 cps) filters. One signal was the 
driver cavity dynamic pressure,  while the reference signal was the dz iver 
piston position. The output f rom fhe multiplier was filtered by an inte- 
grating amplifier with a 10-second time constant to remove al l  time- 
varying components. The remaining dc con~ponent of the mulitplier signal 
was used to control the motor speed. 
A series of tests were then performed in  which 4 li ters of water 
were removed from the tank a t  each data point, starting with the tank 
approximately 8 0 per cent full and continuing to the tank- empty condition, 
The system successfully returned each time to the new resonant frequency. 
The system could not successfully track during the transient because of 
leakage around the free piston. The pressure fluctuation during liquid 
removal was sufficiemc to cause the free piston t o  travel against ;he stops. 
The system, however, recovered after the liquid flow ceased, and suc- 
ces sfully determined the resonant frequency without adjustment. 
The oscilloscspe photographs of the system response a r e  shown 
in Figure 5-8. It will be noted that the reference signal (V1) into the 
multiplier i s  appreciably skewed from a normal sinus oidal wave shape, 
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Figure  5 -7. Feasibil i ty T e s t  Closed 
Loop Control System 


particularly near  the tank-empty condition. This is a r e su l t  of the uni- 
directional force on the c a m  which generated la rge  second harmonic 
components. Despite the presence of the harmonics on the reference 
signal, the sys tem successfully locked on to the co r rec t  frequency. The 
resu l t s  of the test  a r e  shown in F igure  5-9. Except for  two points, a l l  
of the data fel l  within - + 112 percent of the predicted frequency, o r  + 1 
- 
percent of the  predicted volume. It was believed that  the apparent e r r o r  
for  the two points was caused by extraneous pulses being generated by 
the oscillograph t i m e  m a r k  sys tem entering into the digital frequency 
m e t e r  used to measure  the frequency. This was la te r  verified as  des -  
cribed in Section 5. 3 .  3 .  
F igure  5 -9. Pe r fo rmance  of Feasibil i ty Demonstration System 
5 - 1 1  
5.3.  3 Additional Testing. 
The test ing reported above demonstrated the basic feasibility of 
the RIGS concept. However, the  t e s t s  w e r e  performed with the propel- 
lant tank in an  upright position. In this  orientation, the gauge was  in 
d i rec t  communication with the ent i re  ullage volume without any intervening 
liquid. In  o r d e r  to demonst ra te  the zero gravity gauging capability of 
the RIGS system,  it was  necessa ry  to show that  the use of a large a r e a  
diaphragm (discussed in Section 4.1) would permi t  the infrasonic wave to 
be t ransmit ted through the liquid to an isolated gas pocket without signal 
loss  o r  phase shift. Since a t e s t  of this  type was beyond the scope of the 
original  contract ,  TRW undertook to demonstrate  this  feature  in a s e r i e s  
of company- sponsored t e s t s .  
The t e s t s  were  performed by incorporating a hemispherical  rub- 
b e r  diaphragm in the center  of the tank, a s  shown in F igure  5-10. In  
the inverted position (RIGS at  bottom), the  tank was  filled with the des i red  
quantity of water  and pressur ized  with nitrogen to '175 psig. As shown 
schematically in F igure  5-10, the ullage gas  was  thus contained in two 
gas pockets separated by the liquid quantity. The follower piston was 
replaced by a weighted sphere  to permit  operation in the inverted position. 
A s e r i e s  of closed-loop t e s t s  was performed to  determine the 
resonant frequency a s  a function of the ullage volume. The resu l t s  a r e  
plotted in F igure  5-11. Also, additional data were  taken with the tank in 
the upright position using the piston. A s descr ibed in Section 5.3 .  2 and 
shown in F igure  5-9 ,  initial t e s t s  of the sys tem in this  configuration had 
yielded - t l  percent accuracy except for  two data points which w e r e  believed 
to b e  caused by extraneous signals entering the digital frequency mete r .  
The resu l t s  of the t e s t  re run ,  a lso shown in  F igure  5-11, verif ied this  
explanation. As  may  be seen,  the data froem both the inverted and up- 
right position t e s t s  a r e  within - t 1  percent of the  expected curve.  These  
t e s t  resu l t s  conc1usive1.y demonstrate  the  gauging ability of the RIGS 
independent of liquid location. 
LIQUID 7 
IE GAS 
Figure 5-10. Inverted Tank Tests  with 
Rubber Diaphragm 
Figure  5-11. Pe r fo rmance  of Feasibil i ty T e s t  System - Tank in Upright 
and Inverted P o  sitions 
CONC LUSIONS 
The objectivc?~ of the Phase  I1 portion o f  the Feasibil i ty Study of 
Posit ive Gauging Systems w e r e  to: 
o P e r f o r m  feasibility t e s t s  of the RIGS gauging concept 
o Analytically evaluate operational and integration problems 
fo r  application of RIGS to  the Apollo SPS tankage 
o Complete a prototype RIGS gauge design and evaluate system. 
performance 
The  operating principle of the RIGS sys tem was  successfully demon- 
s t ra ted  using subscale tankage and boilerplate hardware and components. 
During closed-loop operation of the system,  the propellant volume was  
mea.sured to an accuracy of - 3.1 percent. These  t e s t s  were  performed 
with the tankage in both the normal  and inverted positions, thus demon- 
strat ing the ability of the RIGS to gauge propellants independent of the  
gravity field. All identifiable operational and integration problems for  
application of the  RIGS sys tem to the Apollo SPS tankage w e r e  analytically 
evaluated. E a c h  was satisfactori ly resolved within an overal l  gauging 
sys tem accuracy of - 4-1 percent. Design of prototype hardware was c a r r i e d  
out and indicated that a four-tank gauging sys tem f o r  the SPS application 
would weigh 38 pounds and requi re  about 28 watts of power. 
The  resu l t s  of this  p rogram ha.ve demonstrated the soundness of 
the RIGS concept and provide a firm basis  for  initiation of the engineering 
development phase of the RIGS system. 
7.  RECOMMENDATIONS 
The resul ts  of the present program provide the 11,ecessaxy justifi- 
cation f o r  initiating engineering development of the  RIC!j sys tem f o r  
application to the Apollo SPS tankage. The m a j o r  o'bjectives of the 
engineering development phase will  be  to: 
a Demonstrate that  the RIGS sys tem mee t s  a l l  specified per -  
formance requirern.ents 
D e t e r m i i ~ e  the service life and performance of the gauging 
systern and components 
Verify and refine the design, fabrication, and test ing pro- 
cedures  for  a flightweight system 
The  engineering development phase should include the followi,ng 
tasks:  
Pha,se I. Engineering Model 
1) Interface Definition. - P r e p a r e  detailed interface specifica- 
tions for  tkLe SPS tanita.ge. Specify sys tem weight, power, 
performance,  and dut jr cycle requirements  and define 
environmental requirements  such a s  vibration, shock, and 
operating temperatu:re range. Include detailed interface 
drawings of the  gauge mounting locations in the SPS tankage. 
Sensor/D r ive r  Assembly (SDA) Component Design and Tes t .  
Optimize a l l  components of the SDA for  sys tem weight, 
performance,  and reliability. Evaluate a l ternate  design 
approaches f o r  key corrlponents such a s  the dynamic p res -  
su re  sensor ,  resonant element, and the compliant dia-  
phragm which i s  used to isolate the  resonant element f r o m  
the propellant. Fabr ica te  and t e s t  the dr iver  assembly to 
verify predicted performance.  
3 )  Control/Display Electronics  ( C n F )  .lI1,X ,-.-.,--.... Dckign and Tes t .  Ana- 
lyze the relat ive m e r i t s  of an i l t r g c  and digital display tech- 
niques. Design, fabr icate ,  a;iq?, Lr sat a l l  components using 
analog equipment to simulate the gauge output, including 
noise,  pr ior  t o  incorporating the data processor  into the 
complete gauging system.  
4) Integrated Engineering. Modei Tes t .  Integrate the  SDA and 
CDE and t e s t  the sys tem using boilerplate tankage and 
simulated propellants . 
Phase 11. P r ~ t o t y p e  Model 
i )  System Analysis. Revise the reliability and e r r o r  models 
of the system to reflect the results of the actual tes t  data. 
Per form analyses of system behavior under zero gravity 
for the range of anticipated SPS duty cycles. 
2) Design and Fabrication of Prototype Components. Based 
- 
on the results of the engineering model tes ts ,  design and 
fabricate the SDA and CDE components fo r  the prototype 
system. 
3 )  SDA and CDE Performance Evaluation. Conduct tes ts  on 
the SDA subsystem using a full-size SPS rnnckup and 
- 
simulated propellants. Similarly evaluate the ~ D E  using 
simulated inputs. Evaluate off -design conditions of 
temperature and pressure  to determine their effect on 
performance. 
4) ComponentService Life Tests .  P e r f o r m l i f e t e s t s  o n a l l  
components using actual propellants and simulating actual 
flight conditions. 
5)  Prototype System Demon,stration Testing. Incorporate the 
prototype versions of the SDA and data processor into a full- 
sized SPS-type tank. Per for r r~  t es t s  to demonstrate that the 
PJGS system meets  a l l  specified performance requirements. 
Conduct performance arid life t es t s  for the range of antici- 
pated tank ccqditions and duty cycles. 
6) Flightweight System Design. Execute a complete flightweight 
design of the RIGS system. 
APPENDIX A 
RHO PR,OPELLANT GAUGE 
1. INTRQDTJCTION 
Ae a r e su l t  of the Phase  I study, a second s y s t e m  f o r  gauging under 
z e r o  gravi ty  was a l so  considered extremely promising.  This sys t em,  
called the  RHO gauge (or  pV gauge), employs the  di rcxt  measu remen t  of 
ullage gas  density and composition along wit11 p res sv ran t  tank gas  density 
t o  pe r fo rm a gas balance and determine the propellant volume. Explora-  
t o r y  development of thia s y s t e m  is current ly  under way a t  TRW Systems 
under AEC-DID sponsorship.  A brief descr ipt ion of th is  s y s t e m  and a 
s u m m a r y  of the experimental  r e su l t s  t o  da te  a r e  given below. 
PRINCIPLZ O F  OPERATION 
As descr ibed in  the Phase  I repor t ,  the quantity' of propellant  
remaining in  a propellant tank can be determined by performing a ma te r i a l  
balance on the p res su ran t  gas ,  assuming a single p re s su ran t  tank for  each 
propellant  tank, and neglecting leakage. Knowing the density s f  the hel ium 
i n  the propellant  tank, and both the volume and the  density of the hel ium i n  
t h e  pr e s  su ran t  tank,  the gas  volume and c o r r  espctnding propellant  volume 
m a y  be obtained. A number of sys tems  have been proposed using the 
he l ium m a s s  balance approach. The s imples t  of these  i s  the p r e s s u r e ,  
volume, t empera tu re  (PVT) systean i n  which both the t empera tu re  and 
p r e s s u r e  i n  the p res su ran t  and propellant tanks a r e  measured .  An e r r o r  
analysis  h a s  shown, however, that  s y s t e m  accurac ies  a r e  l imited to  
4 t o  8 percent  and that p r e s s u r e  and t empera tu re  a r e  
inadequate to pe r fo rm the  gauging under typical space  conditions with the  
high vapor p r e s s u r e  oAdizer  N 0 2 4" 
One s imple  improvement on the PVT s y s t e m  uses  a be ta - ray  at tenu- 
a t ion technique to  di rect ly  determine the hel ium density i n  t h e  p res su ran t  
tank. This  technique i s  called the  pV gauge, and is sufficiently accu ra t e  
that the gas  density j.n the p res su ran t  tank is no longer a m a j o r  sou rce  of 
e r r o r .  The remaining l a r g e  e r r o r  sou rce  i s  the density of the  hel ium gas  
i n  the propellant  tank. Accurate  determination of the par t ia l  density of the 
he-lirzi,~ i n  this  tank i s  required to  complete the mass balance of the 
pressuraizt gas.  A technique using both beta and X-ray sources ,  called 
the RHO gauge sys tem,  i s  capable of measuring the helium density i n  the 
propellant tank to  a high degree of accuracy.  The technique exploits the 
fact  that whereas  beta attenuation i s  dependent on only the bulk density of 
the  gas mixture ,  the attenuation of the low energy photons, o r  X-rays,  is 
predominated by the photoelectric effect and i s  roughly proportional to the 
5th power of the atomic number ( Z )  of the absorber ,  The strong depend- 
ence of photon attenuation on Z resu l t s  i n  the propellant o r  of idizer  being 
the controlling factor  for X-ray attenuation. Thus, the combined beta 
and X-ray attenuation measurements  permi t  a n  accura te  determination of 
the  par t ia l  density of helium in the propellant tanli;. A schematic of the 
RHO gauge i s  shown i n  F igure  A-1. 
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Figure  A -  1. Schematic Diagram of RHO Gauge 
This concept is current ly  being evaluated experimentally by TRW 
Systems fo r  the Atomic Energy Commission, Division of-Isotopes Develop- 
ment ,  under contract  AT (04-3)-539. The three  objectives of the p rogram 
a r e :  
Feasibil i ty demonstration of the  X-ray attenuation technique 
for  measuring gas  composition. 
Laboratory demonstration of ?, beta attenuation device to  
m e a s u r e  gas  density to  within 0. 1 percent  
0 Demonstration of the pV gauge sys tem to measure  propellant 
quantity within 1-112 percent 
This appendix includes data of the X-ray attenuation feasibility 
experiments and resu l t s  of the  measurements  of gas  density by beta  
attenuation. 
3. MEASUREMENTS O F  GAS COMPOSITION 
3. 1 Analysis 
The fraction of low energy photons (X-rays)  transmitted by a gas  
mixture  can be calculated f rom the  equation: 
wlier e : 
T = t ransmiss ion  factor 
- 1 p = absorption coefficient, c m  
p = density, g m / c m  3 
x = thickness of mater ia l ,  c m  
Subscripts 1 and 2 denote the pressurant  gas and propellant 
vapor,  respectively. 
F igure  A-2 shows the theoretical  m a s s  attenuation coefficients 
(p /p)  for H, He, 0, N, and C fo r  low energy X-rays.  F igure  A-3 shaws 
the theoretical  mass attenuation coefficients for  He, N204, and Aerozine- 
50. The graphs show that for photon energies l e s s  than 20 kev, the 
values for  the propellants a r e  much grea ter  than those fo r  the helium 
pressu ran t  gas .  In a typical propellant tank, p r e s s u r e  i s  regulated a t  
200 psia, and the propellant vapor part ial  p r e s s u r e  may  r i s e  to as high 
as 30 psi. If the photon energy is 5. 9 kev (iron-55), for  example, 
is only 0.45 for helium compared to  13 for  Aerozine-50 and 20 for N 0 2 4' 
Fur the rmore ,  i f  x is assumed to be  1 cm, the f ract ion of photons t r a n s  - 
mitted by pure  h e l i u m a t  170 psia is 0.99 and that  by 30 psia N204 is 0. 194. 
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F i g u r e  A-2.  M a s s  Attenuation Coefficients fo r  the  
Elements-H, He, 0 ,  N ,  and C 
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Figure  A - 3 .  Mass  Attenuation Coefficients f o r  
He, N 2 0 4 ,  and Aerozine-50 
These f igures  i l lus t ra te  that X-ray absorption is essential ly due to thc 
propellant vapor and that the total attenuation can be used a s  a n  accura te  
indication of the quantity of propellant vapor present .  Helium absorption 
has  a negligible effect on the measurement  of propellant vapor par t ia l  
density. 
3 .2  Source and Detector Selection 
X-ray emissions can be obtained f r o m  radioisotopes which emit  
X-rays either directly o r  a s  the resu l t  of beta-par t ic le  excitation, o r  
al ternately f r o m  X-ray generating machines. Of the candidate radio- 
isotqpe sources ,  beta-excited sources  a r e  l e s s  desirable  than radioiso - 
topes whicli emit  X-rays directly. Iron-55, a radioisotope that  emits  a 
5. 9 kev X-ray was selected a s  the source since it i s  readily available 
and i t s  energy i s  high enough t c  be detected without grea t  difficulty and 
yet low enough that it can be used to measure  the a b s o ~ p t i o n  in the m a s s  
thickness range of interest .  
System considerations and prel iminary t e s t s  led to the selection of 
a specially designed NaI scintillation detector. A suitable proportional 
counter would probably have performed equally well but did not lend itself 
readily to the available instrumentation. 
3 . 3  Experimental  Hardware 
A schematic representation of the t e s t  setup and a photograph of 
the experimental hardware employed i n  these t e s t s  a r e  shown i n  Fig-  
u r e s  A-4 and A-5, respectively. An X-ray source  was mounted a t  one 
end of the p r e s s u r e  vesse l  and the NaI scintillation detector viewed the 
radiation through a supported myla r  p r e s s u r e  window at the other end of 
the chamber: A split  -ring collimator provided a parallel  radiation beam 
and reduced forward sca t te r  to the detector. P r e s s u r e  and tempera ture  
t ransducers  were  used to determine the gas density within the p r e s s u r e  
vesse l ,  and a pulse height analyzer  (PHA) was used t o  m e a s u r e  the 
intensity of the X-rays transmitted through the different absorber  gases .  
3 . 4  Gas Composition Tes t  Results  
To demonstrate the X-ray attenuation technique fo r  determining gas  
composition, mixtures  of helium and nitrogen were  used. Helium was 
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Figure A -4. Gas Cornposition Test Hardware 

selected because it is a common pressusant  gas  and nitrogen was selected 
because i t s  X-ray absorption character is t ics  a r e  much l ike those of the 
comrnon rocket  propellants N 2 0 4  and N2H4 (hydrazine). 
Tes t s  w e r e  performed by f i r s t  measuring X-ray t ransmiss ion  through 
a vesse l  pressur ized to  93 psia with helium. Then the tank was vented 
down to 85 psia and refilled to  93 psia with nitrogen; a n  absorption m e a s -  
urement  was taken. This process  was repeated seve ra l  t imes  until the 
gas  mixture  was approximately 50 percent nitrogen and 50 percent helium. 
The data f r o m  these t e s t s  a r e  shown i n  F igure  A-6. The data fall on a 
s t ra ight  l ine s ince X-ray attenuation i s  a n  exponential function of gas  
density. The two points a t  z e r o  part ial  nitrogen p r e s s u r e  were  obtained 
through a vacuum and through 93 psia helium (no nitrogen), 
In  acother tes t ,  a mixture  of oxygen and nitrogt,an was used to  sirnu- 
la te  N204 The mixture  was 35 percent nitrogen and 65 percent oxygen 
by volume and the total  p r e s s u r e  was 84 psia. -4 method s imi lar  to the one 
employed in  the previously discussed t e s t  was used to  obtain seve ra l  par  - 
t ial p r e s s u r e s  of the mixture.  The data f r o m  this t e s t  a r e  shown i n  
F igure  A-7. 
These t e s t s  .show tnat accura te  m e a s u r e n ~ e n t s  of gas  composition 
a r e  feasible  by use  of the X-ray absorption technique, and that pract ical  
measurements  of p a ~ t i a l  p r e s s u r e  can be made i n  a heliurn-propellant 
vapor mixture  by neglecting hel ium absorption. The analysis  i n  Section 3 .  1 
shows that  this  assumption can a l s o  be made a t  typical propellant tank 
p r e s s u r e s  of 200 psia. 
4. GAS DENSITY MEASUREMENTS 
4. 1 Analysis 
The  fraction c.rf beta par t ic les  transmitted by a par t icular  ma te r i a l  
can be closely approximated by the  equation: 
T = e  - (P IP)  p x  
F i g u r e  A - 6 .  Measurement  of Nitrogen P a r t i a l  P r e s s ~ r e  
in a Helium-Nitrogen Gas  Mixture (Total 
P r e s s u r e :  93 psia)  
PARTIAL PRESSURE OF NITROGEN-OXYGEN MIXTURE, PSIA 
Figure  A -7. Measurement  of Nitrogen-Oxygen Partial P r e s  su re  i n  -- Helium, 
Nitrogen-Oxygen Gas Mixture (Total  P r e s s u r e :  84 psia) 
T = transmission factor 
p = absorption coefficient, crn - 1 
p = bulk density, gm/cm 3 
x = thickness of material ,  cm 
It has been found experimentally that the mass  absorption coefficient, 
p ,  is determined by Emax, the maximurn beta particle energy associated 
with the decay, and by the ratio of the atomic number and weight, Z/A:  
P 
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Since i*/p and distance, x, a r e  fixed quantities for  a given measurement 
system, the 'b~L-i  gas density can b= determined directly by measuring the 
beta particle transmission. Thus, after calibration of the system, the 
detected count ra te  can be used a s  a direct measnre  of gas density. 
4 . 2  Source and Detector Selection 
I n  order to meet the required accuracy of the gauge and produce a 
3 6 low external radiation field, only c i4, C1 , and T C ~ '  were  considered 
as beta-emitter source candidates. 
Since the beta detector may be used to measure  gas density i n  either 
the propellant o r  the pressurant  tank, it must be capable of withstanding 
pressures  on the order of 3000 psi witho~a-rjl~j~sing detection 
, . '  
efficiency, Serrriconductor detectors were  selected because they have this' 
capability, consume sma.11 amounts of power, and a r e  compact. 
4 . 3  E x ~ e r i m e n t a l  Hardware 
Argon gas at pressures  f r o m  approximately 30 to 300 psia was used 
to simuiate nelium gas in the pressurant tank at pressures  f rom 300 to 3000 
psia. This subs t i t~ t ion  was made to reduce the working pressure  so that 
available pressure  vessels could be used. 
The experimental system used in these tes ts  i s  shown schematically 
ill Figure A-8 .  The pressure transducer,  a Winsco Data Sensors Model 
PB 923A, was calibrated to mea,sure pressure within 0. 05 percent. The 
platinum resistance thermometer,  a Ro semont Engineerhg Model 
414L3BFA, and lixear bridge system were calibrated to measure tempera-  
t u r e  within 0.025 percent. These instruments were  used to accurately 
measure  the gas density in the pressure  vessel  and were used in the cali-  
brztion of the radioisotope technique. 
4. 4 Gas Den::12t;y . . ..-. Tes.t Results 
Measurements were  initiated with several  source-to-detector d i s -  
tances to calibrate the experimental hardware and to determine the 
experimental relationship between density and count rate.  Figures A-9 
36 
and A-10 show data taken with 20 pCi of C1 and a source-to-detector 
distance of 0.364 c m  and 3.00 cm,  respectively. To achieve maximum 
system sensitivity, the slope of the curve of counts versus  density should 
be a s  steep as  possible. Measured gas density was reproducible and fell 
within 0.14 percent of the least-squares,  polynomial curve-fit. Increasing 
the counting t ime at  each data point will improve the accuracy even further. 
The objective of these tes ts  i s  to measure gas density to within 0.1 
percent, but other e r r o r s  such a s  electronic e r r o r s  (4-0.2 - percent), pro- 
pellant density measurement e r r o r s  ( t o .  -. 4 percent), and e r r o r s  due to 
dissolved helium (t -0 . 2  percent) also contribute to the overall gauging 
e r r o r .  Based on these individual contributing e r r o r s ,  an overall  gauging 
. . . I -  
e r r o r  of l e s s  than lcpercent can be achieved. 
5.  EXTERNAL RADIATION FIELDS 
Results of analyses indicated that all  the isotopes considered give 
r i s e  to external radiation fields which a r e  extremely small. The highest 
36  
radiation level was obtained for C1 at a s~ ,para t ion  distance of 5 c m  and 
was on the order  of normal  radiation background on earth (0 .  01 to 0.04 mr/ 
hour). All other cases considersd gave r i se  to appreciably smaller  fields. 
The analyses indicated that the external ra,diation field produced by 
the X-ray source in the propellant tank would be much smaller  than the 
field produced by the beta sources in the propellant and ullage tanks. 
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The external  radiation field a t  the tank surface was estimated assuming 
that  all beta par t ic les  w e r e  absorbed within the tank and that a11 exter - 
nal radiation was produced by  bremsstrahlung resulting f r o m  the beta 
par t ic le  absorption. Since the intensity and energy of the b r e m s s t r a h -  
lung radiation i s  direct ly  proportional to  the atomic number of the  beta 
absorber ,  it was assumed that  a l l  of the betas  were  absorbed by the 
s ta inless  s tee l  source/detector  container. This i s  a conservative assump- 
tion because part  of the be tas  a r e  actually absorbed by the helium pres  - 
surant  gas, propella,nt vapor,  and titanium tank walls ,  a11 of which have 
lower a t o n ~ i c  numbers.  
Bremsstrahlung source-to-tank wall distances (detector casing to 
wall distance) of 5. 0, 10. 0, and 20.0 c m  w e r e  assumed to es t imate  the 
photon attenuation through the helium press2urant gas.  The 20. 0 c m  
value represents  the distance for  a typical reaction control systerrl tank 
with the bremsstrahlwng source  at the tank center ,  whereas  the 5 . 0  c m  
value i s  for a source  i n  a sepa ra te  measuring vesse l  or  ve ry  close to  the 
tank wall.  The helium gas p r e s s u r e  was assumed to be 300 psia ,  which 
again is a conservative case,  s ince pressurant  tanks commonly have initial 
p r e s s u r e s  a s  high a s  3000 psia and would attenuate m o r e  of the  radiation. 
A s  mentioned above, the  radiation field calculated f o r  this  case  
was on the o rde r  of normal  background on ear th .  Therefore ,  the external  
radiation field result ing f r o m  the gauge will not present  a safety hazard 
to personnel o r  sensitive onboard radiation detection equipment. 
6 .  C OlVC LUSIONS 
The  operating principles of the RHO gauge have been successfully 
demonstrated.  The X-ray  attenuation technique was  shown t o  be  capable 
of measuring the par t ia l  p r e s s u r e  of a simulated oxidizer in the presence 
of helium gas to  an accuracy of bet ter  than - J r l  percent. Beta attenuation 
measurement  of the gas density was  demonstrated to  an accuracy of - f 0.14 
percent. Based upon these  r e su l t s ,  the  actual  helium density in the pro- 
pellant tank can  be determined to  an accuracy of - 3-0. 5 percent resulting 
in a potential gauging accuracy  of bet ter  than - t1. 0 percent. 
Although these resu l t s  a r e  quite promising, additional effort i s  
required to determine the t r u e  potential of the  RHO gauge in a n  actual  
propellant system. 
